PROVENT

ID Theft and Fraud Protection

We’re your ally against
identity theft. Complete
fraud support—online
and off.

Identity thieves are sophisticated and aggressive. Identity crime is among the fastest growing,
most personally disruptive crimes in the U.S. It can happen to anyone, but you can take steps
to help yourself from becoming one of these statistics.
4.2 billion newly exposed identity records in 2019, an increase

What is Identity Crime?

of 16.5% (4iQ Identity Breach Report, 2020)

Identity crime encompasses

18.7 billion identity records on the dark web in 2019, an increase

the theft or misplacement

of 25.5% (4iQ Identity Breach Report, 2020)

of personally identifiable

Identity theft is the most common consequence of a data breach,

information (PII), the misuse

occurring 65% of the time (Statista, 2018)

of a person’s existing

85% of data leaks include emails and passwords

accounts, and the theft

(2019 ITProPortal)

of an individual’s PII to
create new accounts under
their name.

»» Visit https://deluxeprovent.ezshield.com for more information.
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Every second
there are two new
identity crime victims.

— Javelin Strategy & Research, 2018

15 BILLION
That’s the number, yes with a B, of stolen account logins circulating on the dark web.
(Digital Shadows, 2020)
Solutions to Fit Your Lifestyle
A certified Resolution Specialist is assigned to manage your fraud or identity theft case. So, whether
it is a lost wallet or an identity theft event, assistance is just a phone call away. Plus, Online Identity
Vault™ eliminates paper trails and reduces the risk of fraud and identity theft.
Dark Web Monitoring
Daily scans for your credit and non-credit information in black market chat rooms that sell
identifying information. Receive alerts once any of your scanned information is found.
Credit Monitoring
Get notified when any changes appear in your credit file with 1- or 3-bureau credit monitoring.
You can keep a constant eye on any changes to your credit.
Also available: quarterly credit scores and public records monitoring.
Enrollment is easy. Just follow these steps:
Visit https://deluxeprovent.ezshield.com to view the various options.
 hen you are ready to enroll, enter your financial institution’s Routing/Transit Number
W
(9 digit number found in the lower left corner on your checks).
You’ll be taken through the steps for enrolling and activating your membership.

»» Visit https://deluxeprovent.ezshield.com for more information.
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